Predicting a conserved RNA structure remains unreliable, even when using a combination of thermodynamic stability and evolutionary covariation information. Here we present a method to predict a conserved RNA structure that combines the following features: it uses significant covariation due to RNA structure and removes spurious covariation due to phylogeny. In addition to positive covariation information, it also uses negative information: basepairs that have variation but no significant covariation are prevented from occurring. Lastly, it uses a battery of probabilistic folding algorithms that incorporate all positive covariation into one structure.
Introduction
The importance of comparative information to improve the prediction of a conserved RNA structure has been long recognized and applied to the determination of RNA structures [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Computational methods that exploit comparative information in the form of RNA compensatory mutations from multiple sequence alignments have been shown to increase the accuracy of RNA consensus structure prediction [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Still the determination of a conserved RNA structure using comparative analysis has challenges.
There is ample evidence that pseudoknots covary at similar levels than other basepairs, however most comparative methods for RNA structure prediction can only deal with nested structures.
Identifying pseudoknotted and other non-nested pairs that covary requires having a way of measuring significant covariation due to a conserved RNA structure. After all, all covariation scores are positive. In addition to using positive information in the form of basepairs observed to significantly covary, it would also be advantageous to use negative information in the form of basepairs that should be prevented from occurring because they show variation but not significant covariation.
To approach these challenges, we have introduced a method called R-scape (RNA Structural Covariation Above Phylogenetic Expectation) 13 that reports basepairs that significantly covary using a tree-based null model to estimate phylogenetic covariations from simulated alignments with similar base composition and number of mutations to the given one but where the structural signal has been perturbed. Significantly covarying pairs are reported with an associated E-value describing the expected number of non-structural pairs that could have a covariation score of that magnitude or larger in a null alignment of similar size and similarity. We call these significantly covarying basepairs for a given E-value cutoff (typically ≤ 0.05) the positive basepairs.
In addition to reporting positive basepairs, R-scape has recently introduced another method to estimate the covariation power of a pair based on the mutations observed in the corresponding aligned positions 14 . A pair without significant covariation could still be a basepair in which the two positions are very conserved. A pair without significant covariation but with covariation power should be rejected as a basepair. We call these the negative basepairs.
Here we combine these two sources of information (positive in the form of significantly covarying basepair, and negative in the form of pairs of positions unlikely to form a basepair) into a new RNA folding algorithm. The algorithm also introduces a new iterative procedure that systematically incorporates all positive basepairs into the structure while remaining computationally efficient.
The recursive algorithm is able to finds pseudoknots, other non-nested interactions, alternative structures and triplet interactions provided that they are supported by covariation.
Our method incorporates covariation-supported pairs into a set of helices, and may also predict additional helices that are consistent with that structure. The helices with covariation-supported pairs tend to be reliable, although their length may remain unclear. The additional helices lacking covariation support are less reliable and need to be taken as speculative. We compare the new structures informed by positive and negative evolutionary information to those proposed in the databases of structural RNAs Rfam 15 and the Zasha Weinberg Database (ZWD) 16 , where our method highlights structural differences supported by positive basepairs that often uncover key structural RNA elements.
Results

The CaCoFold algorithm
The new RNA structure prediction algorithm presents three main innovations: the proposed structure is constrained both by sequence variation as well as covariation (the negative and positive basepairs respectively); the structure can present any knotted topology and include residues pairing to more than one residue; all positive basepairs are incorporated into a final RNA structure.
Pseudoknots and other non-nested pairwise interactions, as well as alternative structures and tertiary interactions are all possible provided that they have covariation support.
The method is named Cascade covariation and variation Constrained Folding algorithm (CaCo-Fold). Despite exploring a 3D RNA structure beyond a set of nested Watson-Crick basepairs, the algorithm remains computationally tractable because it performs a cascade of probabilistic nested folding algorithms constrained such that at a given iteration, a maximal number of positive basepairs are forced into the fold, excluding all other positive basepairs as well as all negative basepairs.
Each iteration of the algorithm is called a layer. The first layer, calculates a nested structure that includes a maximal subset of positive basepair. Subsequent layers of the algorithm incorporate the remaining positive basepairs arranged into alternative helices.
From an input alignment, the positive basepairs are calculated using the G-test covariation measure with APC correction after removing covariation signal resulting from phylogeny, as implemented in the software R-scape 13 . The set of all significantly covarying basepairs is called the positive set. We also calculate the covariation power for all possible pair 14 . The set of all pairs that have variation but not covariation is called the negative set. All positive basepairs are included in the final structure, and all negative basepairs are forbidden to appear. (1) The cascade maxCov algorithm. The cascade maxCov algorithm groups all positive basepairs in nested subsets (Figure 1c ). At each layer, it uses the Nussinov algorithm which is one of the simplest RNA models 18 . Here we use the Nussinov algorithm not to produce an RNA structure, but to group together a maximal subset of positive basepairs that are nested relative to each other.
Each subset of nested positive basepairs will be later provided to a folding dynamic programming algorithm as constraints. Supplemental Figure S1 The cascade maxCov algorithm provides the scaffold for the full structure, which is also obtained in a cascade fashion.
(2) The cascade folding algorithm. For each layer in the cascade with a set of nested positive basepairs, and another set of forbidden pairs, the CaCoFold algorithm proceeds to calculate the most probable constrained nested structure ( Figure 1d ). Different layers use different folding algorithms. The first layer is meant to capture the main nested structure (S0) and uses the probabilistic RNA Basic Grammar (RBG) 19 . The RBG model features the same elements as the nearest-neighbor thermodynamic model of RNA stability 20;21 such as basepair stacking, the length of the different loops, the length of the helices, the occurrence of multiloops, and others. RBG is a simplification of the models used in the standard packages, such as ViennaRNA 21 , Mfold 22 , or RNAStructure 23 , but it has comparable performance regarding folding accuracy 19 . Supplemental Figure S1 includes a description of the RBG algorithm.
The structures at the subsequent layers (S+ = {S1, S2,...}) are meant to capture any additional helices with covariation support that does not fit into the main secondary structure S0. We expect that the covariations in the subsequent layers will correspond to pseudoknots, and also to non Watson-Crick interactions, or even triplets. The S+ layers use the simpler G6 RNA model 24;25 which mainly models the formation of helices of contiguous basepairs. Here we extend the G6 grammar to allow positive pairs that can be next to each other in the RNA backbone, interactions that are not uncommon in RNA motifs. We name the modified grammar G6X (see Supplemental Figure S1 for a description).
The RBG and G6X models are trained on a large and diverse set of known RNA structures and sequences as described in the method TORNADO 19 . At each layer, the corresponding probabilistic folding algorithm reports the structure with the highest probability using a CYK dynamic programming algorithm on a consensus sequence calculated from the columns in the alignment.
Because the positive residues that are forced to pair at a given cascade layer could pair (but to different residues) at subsequent layers, the CaCoFold algorithm can also identify triplets or higher order interactions (a residue that pairs to more than one other residue) as well as alternative helices that may be incompatible and overlap with other helices.
(3) Filtering of alternative helices. In order to combine the structures found in each layer into a complete RNA structure, the S+ structural motifs are filtered to remove redundancies and elements without covariation support.
We first break the S+ structures into individual alternative helices. A helix is arbitrarily defined as a set of contiguous basepairs with at most two residues are not paired (forming a one or two residue bulge or a 1x1 internal loop). A helix is arbitrarily called positive if it includes at least one positive basepair. All positive alternative helices are reported. Alternative helices without any covariation are reported only if they include at least 15 basepairs, and if they overlap in no more than 50% of the the bases with another helix already selected from previous layers. In our simple toy example, there is just one alternative helix. The alternative helix is positive, and it is added to the final structure. No helices are filtered out in this example ( Figure 1d ).
(4) Automatic display of the complete structure. The filtered alternative helices are reported together with the main nested structure as the final RNA structure. We use the program R2R to visualize the CaCoFold structure with all covarying basepairs annotated in a green hue. We adapted the R2R software to depict all non-nested pairs automatically ( Figure 1f ).
If R-scape does not identify any positive basepair, one single layer is defined without any pair constraints, and one nested structure is calculated. Lack of positive basepairs indicates lack of confidence that the conserved RNA is structural, and the proposed structure has no evolutionary support.
For the toy example in Figure 1 , R-scape with default parameters identifies five positive basepairs. The CaCoFold algorithm requires two layers to complete. The first layer incorporates three nested positive basepairs. The second layer introduces the remaining two positive basepairs. The RBG fold with three constrained positive basepairs produces three helices. The G6X fold with two positive and three forbidden basepairs results in one alternative helix between the two hairpin loops of the main nested structure. In this small alignment there are no negative basepairs, and no alternative helices without covariation support have to be filtered out. The final structure is the joint set of the four helices, and includes one pseudoknot.
CaCoFold increases the number of positive basepairs and helices
One key feature of a CaCoFold structure is that it incorporates all comparative evidence conveyed by the positive basepairs into one structure. Another key feature is the set of negative pairs not allowed to form because they would show variation but not covariation. In addition, CaCoFold provides a set of compatible basepairs obtained by constrained probabilistic folding. The set of compatible pairs is only indicative of a possible completion of the structure. They do not provide any additional evidence about the presence of a conserved structure, and some of them could be erroneous as it is easy to predict consistent RNA basepairs even from random sequences.
We compared the RNA structures presented in the databases Rfam and ZWD to those pro-duced by CaCoFold on the same alignments. For the Rfam alignments, the CaCoFold structures incorporate 781 additional positive basepairs relative to those found in the given Rfam structures.
For the ZWD database, the CaCoFold structures have 364 additional positive pairs. A total of 672 negative basepairs are removed from the Rfam CaCoFold structures, and 229 from the ZWD structures ( Table 1 ).
The CaCoFold structure allows us to asses the reliability of the predicted helices. We define positive helices arbitrarily as those with at least one positive basepair. We separate positive helices found in the main nested structure from those found in the additional layers. Regarding positive nested helices, we identify 216 more positive nested helices for Rfam, and 76 more for the ZWD database. Regarding alternative helices is where we find the largest change as pseudoknots, triplets and incompatible helices tend to be less accurately annotated. By construction, the majority of alternative helices incorporated by CaCoFold are positive. We identify 374 more positive alternative helices for Rfam, and 215 for ZWD (Table 1 ).
In the next section, we classify all RNA families for which the CaCoFold structure include more positive basepairs and helices into different types depending on the kind of structural modification they introduce.
RNA structures improved by positive and negative signals
By comparing whole structures, we identify 276 Rfam and 105 ZWD RNA families for which the CaCoFold structure includes positive basepairs not present in the given structures. Because there is overlap between the two databases, in combination there is a total of 313 structural RNAs for which either the Rfam structure or the ZWD structure can be improved by including more significant covarying pairs. Of the 313 RNAs, there are five for which the Rfam and ZWD alignments and structures are quite different from each other (PhotoRC-II/RF01717, manA/RF01745, radC/RF01754, pemK/RF02913, Mu-gpT-DE/RF03012) so we include both versions in our analysis. In the end, we identify a total of 318 structural alignments for which the structure presented in the databases is missing positive basepairs, and CaCoFold proposes a modified structure.
In many cases, the change introduced by the CaCoFold structure is to include one additional positive basepair. But often, that extra positive basepair appear at critical positions indicating a key structural feature, such as an additional helix or pseudoknot, a new three-way junction, or a better definition of how different helices stack coaxially. We manually classified these 318 modified structures into 15 categories (Table 2 ). In Supplemental Table S1 , we report a full list of the RNA families and alignments with better CaCoFold structure, classified according to Table 2 .
In Figure 2 none. None of these alignments has enough covariation to support any particular structure. These alignments also have low power of covariation to decide whether there is a conserved RNA structure in the first place.
In the supplemental materials, we provide the original Rfam and ZWD alignments annotated with the CaCoFold structure, as well as R2R depictions of the original and CaCoFold structures as in Figure 2 . The purpose of the CaCoFold algorithm is not to be just another folding algorithm, but to integrate in a structure all the information that covariation (positive basepairs) and covariation power (negative basepairs) combined provide. The helices proposed by CaCoFold that do not include any positive basepair are just to be taken as plausible completions of the structure. Additional data in the form of crystallographic information or alignments with more power would allow to resolve the rest of the structure.
CaCoFold is not the first method to use covariation information to infer RNA structures 7-12 , but it is the first to distinguish structural covariation from that of phylogenetic nature, which is key to eliminate confounding covariation noise. And I believe R-scape is also the first method to use negative evolutionary information to discard unlikely basepairs. CaCoFold differs from previous approaches in four main respects: This work has not addressed the following lines that are also interesting. Analysis of the significant covariation in non Watson-Crick basepairs. The study of significant covariation signatures that do not have a phylogenetic origin in protein-coding mRNA and protein sequences. To use variation and covariation information to improve the quality of RNA structural alignments.
Methods
Implementation
The CaCoFold algorithm has been implemented as part of the R-scape software package. For a given input alignment, there are two main modes to predict a CaCoFold structure using R-scape covariation analysis as follows,
• To predict a new structure: --fold
All possible pairs are analyzed equally in one single covariation test. This option is most appropriate for obtaining a new consensus structure prediction based on covariation analysis in the absence of a proposed structure.
The structure in Figure 1 was obtained using this option.
• To improve a existing structure: -s --fold
This option requires that the input alignment has a proposed consensus structure annotation.
Two independent covariation tests are performed, one on the set of proposed base pairs, the other on all other possible pairs.
The structures in Figure 2 were obtained using this option.
Availability
A R-scape web server is available from rivaslab.org/R-scape. The source code can be downloaded from a link on that page. A link to a preprint version of this manuscript with all supplemental information and the R-scape code is also available from that page. (((((((_______) ))))))( (((((________) )))))))::: (((((((_______) ))))))( (((((________) ))))))):::
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Tandem GA Figure 2 : Examples of RNAs for which the CaCoFold structure has more positive basepairs than the structure given by the corresponding database. We provide examples of improvements corresponding to Types 1 to 11. A description of all different types is given in Table 2 . different non-terminals that represent stacked basepairs. The three models are unambiguous, that is, given any nested structure, there is always one possible and unique way in which the structure can be formulated by following the rules of the grammar.
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